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1. LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

 In this environment it has not been easy for EKI Foundation to develop 
its mission of bringing clean and affordable energy where it is most needed. 
From March to September we have not been able to travel to Africa, and when 
we have been able to do so, we have faced many difficulties. Nevertheless, we 
delivered 11 installations and commissioned 10 projects in Sierra Leone, Malawi, 
the Democratic Republic of Congo and Liberia. Nacho Mingo, EKI Foundation’s 
coordinator, is behind this technical and logistical miracle, together with Ángel 
Galíndez.

 Despite the difficulties and restrictions imposed by COVID, the year 2020 
has seen a change in scale for EKI. We are getting ready to transform into 
a meaningful enterprise dedicated to helping electrify Africa. Not-for-profit, but 
meaningful nonetheless. 

 In 2019, we identified two bottlenecks to scaling up our impact. The first 
is, of course, financing. We finance our installations for up to 20 years interest-
free, and we need to obtain the resources to be able to sustain this. The second 
bottleneck is the limited number of trained installers we have to supervise on-site 
installation and operation. Nacho Mingo and Ángel Galíndez have so far spread 
themselves thin  by travelling and commissioning, together with local teams, the 
installations that change the lives of many. However, this is not enough for the 
goals that we have set for ourselves.

 In 2020, we have confronted these challenges with two ambitious solutions. 
Impact Africa is our tool for attracting third-party investment, which together with 
EKI Foundation will total €5.2 million. With these proceeds, we will install 200  
projects in three years. To date, we have committed €3.4 million with partners 
such as the Basque Energy Agency (EVE) and two North American philanthropic 
organizations. We have also put forward proposals to our main suppliers to join 
Impact Africa as investors. We are outlining a framework agreement with BYD, 
our lithium battery supplier, in this direction.

Dear friends,

 The year 2020 is one that will not easily fade from 
our memory. We have lived through the greatest pandemic 
in a hundred years, which has taken away loved ones, 
dashed the dreams of millions and isolated youth at the 
very age when they most need to be together.
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 The second major challenge has been addressed by our efforts in the 
area of vocational training in Africa. Our TVET (Technical and Vocational 
Education and Training) unit is preparing the first course for specialists in 
photovoltaic installations in Monrovia, Liberia, to be launched in July 2021. We 
are collaborating with the Salesians of Don Bosco organization in Africa, the 
vocational training centers network in the Basque Country, and with a European 
foundation with experience in these types of projects. Once trained, these local 
technicians will help us install our systems, and at the same time they will 
develop local industry, the seed of new renewable energy companies in Africa.

 Bosco Uribe (Impact Africa) and Nuria López de Guereñu (TVET division) 
lead these efforts that will allow us to multiply our reach and impact.

 Lastly, a fundamental pillar in our action is the permanent contact and 
connection with our facilities that run every day in schools and health centers. 
With more than 30 installations in operation, maintaining the internet connection 
that ensures continuous flow of operating information is a challenge for Ángel 
Galíndez, who (among other things) is responsible for the remote operation 
of EKI’s installations. Luis Iriarte is in charge at EKI of keeping the flame of 
our action alive in the framework of public and private institutions and our 
communications with the broader society.

 We are very grateful to all the organizations and individuals who have 
helped us financially during 2020. La Rioja Alta, S.A., África Directo, Burks 
family office, the Susana Monsma Foundation and the City Council of Getxo 
have joined our partners and more than fifty private donors with contributions 
for specific projects or to address our growth. A special thanks to Alex Txikon, 
who has put the name of EKI in the project of his ascent to Manaslu. Your 
values, your energy and your generosity inspire us.

 We are very hopeful that 2021 will allow us greater mobility to undertake 
more projects faster. Our plans are ambitious and the year 2030 is just around 
the corner.

José María Galíndez Zubiría
President of EKI Foundation
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2. IMPACT AFRICA I
CONTEXT
 Impact or social impact investments are those that aim to benefit society 
and/or the environment. They are not philanthropy or non-repayable donations, 
but investments that seek a return on capital, as well as a positive impact on the 
planet in an intentional, quantifiable and measurable manner. In other words, if 
there is no impact, there is no investment.

 The United Nations Global Compact defines impact investing as “the 
placement of capital in social enterprises and other structures with the intention 
of creating social and environmental benefits beyond financial return.”

 Within this framework of action, IMPACT AFRICA I (“IAI”) was created as a 
financial vehicle that offers investors an alternative to the classic donation model, 
and through to which private and public institutions will have the opportunity to 
participate in an ambitious social cooperation project, with measurable social 
impact, and to recover the initial investment with a reduced interest rate.

MISSION AND ACTION PLAN
 IAI was created in early 2020, together with the Basque Energy Entity 
(EVE), with the aim of multiplying the social impact of EKI Foundation’s activity, 
which is none other than to electrify healthcare and educational centers with 
solar photovoltaic energy. The objective is an ambitious one: to go from 30 
projects commissioned in the last 3 years to the equivalent of 200 for the period  
spanning 2021-2024.

 To this end, we sought public and private investment, both in Spain and 
abroad. An investment target of €5.2 million was set, of which €4 million would 
be allocated entirely to the purchase of equipment for the facilities, and €1.2 
million to a fund for spare parts.

 One year later (perhaps the most atypical year of the last decades due to 
the grave and prolonged health crisis) IAI has reached investment commitments 
of €3.4 million, 66% of the initial target. We expect to reach the full targeted 
amount in the coming months. The current snapshot of the vehicle’s financing 
commitments is as follows:
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     * Ear-marked donations from Burks family office and Beraunberri

2020 PROJECTS
 
This is the summary of Impact Africa I project inflows in 2020:

Project Sector Country Budget Grants Order entry
Ditunga Hospital Health D.R.Congo €80,000 n/a 27/06/2020

Manresa Kinwenze Education D.R.Congo €20,000 n/a 04/09/2020
Kingantoko Health D.R.Congo €17,500 n/a 23/09/2020

Kingantoko 2 Education D.R.Congo €9,000 n/a 23/09/2020
Kailahun Education Sierra Leone €19,000 €16,000 (Getxo TH) 19/06/2020

Total €145,500 -€16,000
Total IA €129,500

*As a reference, a budget of €145,500 implies an average number of installations of 7.3 worth 
€20k each. We will most likely achieve this volume of activity with fewer installations, but with a 

higher unit value.

NEW PROJECTS
 We are currently evaluating more than 30 requests for projects. The 
countries where EKI is strengthening its presence are D.R. of Congo, Senegal, 
Rwanda and Sierra Leone, and on a second level Burundi, Uganda, Malawi 
and Liberia.

 As a notable milestone, in December 2020 we signed a “Memorandum 
of Understanding” with Don Bosco Tech Africa, the parent company of Salesian 
Missions for vocational training in Africa, to promote solar photovoltaic energy 
in more than 100 training centers managed by their institution in Africa.

€ 500.000

€ 559.184

€ 300.000

€ 1.000.000€ 1.800.000

€ 1.040.816

Impact Africa I

Landa Foundation

EKI Foundation*

EVE

Power Company

Pending financing

EKI Foundation
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3. TECHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

 The qualitative and quantitative leap that EKI is taking involves reinforcing 
the scope of work that Ángel and Nacho have covered until now for the 
commissioning of the solar installations: we need local technical personnel with 
experience in electricity and knowledge of solar PV technology. However, as 
this sector is still in its infancy in most of Sub-Saharan Africa, training is still 
scarce and these skill sets are often difficult to find.

 With this new initiative we want to promote solar photovoltaic energy 
vocational training and contribute to train local specialists to help us install and 
maintain our own installations. 

 As can be seen below, the solar photovoltaic sector is expected to generate 
a great demand for specialized technicians focused on the installation of this 
technology. With this initiative, we believe that we will also be contributing to 
growing a sector of sustainable economic activity with future growth prospects, 
and the creation of green job opportunities among the sub-Saharan population.

 

 

 

 We are already collaborating with the Salesians of Don Bosco network, 
which has extensive training experience in the sub-Saharan region; with the 
Basque Vocational Training System, which is already training technicians; and 
with key local agents, to promote a training offering that meets the region’s 
needs, especially in those places we foresee a greater number of facilities.  

 

UNESCO-UNEVOC. 2020. Skills development for renewable energy and energy efficent jobs
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PILOT PROJECT – 8th Street
 
 Any vocational training project must ensure adequate training content, 
trained teachers and equipped facilities. As it is not possible to literally export a 
European program, we need local agents to help us adapt the programs to the 
needs of the region. We will have three main partners:

 (I) SDB 8th Street has developed an Electrical Department and 
provided basic solar training. Since September 2020, the campus has had a 
photovoltaic installation that Ángel Galíndez built with the collaboration of the 
school’s students and faculty. This installation is an example of the viability of 
EKI’s proposal and receives numerous visits. Classes for this first course will 
be held in this center starting July 2021.

 (II) The Don Bosco Solar Training Center in Ashaiman (Ghana) 
is collaborating in the design of the training program and determining the 
equipment needed. The plan is for them to train 8th Street teachers in its state-
of-the-art facilities.

 (III) The Centro Integral de Formación Profesional de Usurbil (Gipuzkoa) 
, with their experience training technicians to commission and operate solar 

PV installations, will offer 
us the necessary support to 
complete the project.

   As we also want to 
contribute to job placement 
and the promotion of econo-
mic activity in this sector of 
the future, the training pro-
gram will include a module 
on Job Placement and En-
trepreneurship.

   Our first course will 
start in the summer of 2021, once we have developed the necessary training 
content, managed the purchase and shipment of equipment and trained the 
teaching staff. This work is already underway.

 After one semester of training, twenty young Liberians will become solar 
PV technicians by the end of 2021, with more to follow. We are also looking 
for new centers with whom to collaborate in the implementation of photovoltaic 
training.
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GAMBIA
1 educational center

SIERRA LEONE
6 educational centers
1 agricultural center

CAMEROON
1 hospital

UGANDA
1 educational center

TANZANIA
1 hospital

MALAWI
4 hospitals

D.R.CONGO
5 educational centers

3 health centers

CAPE VERDE
2 agricultural centers

SOUTH SUDAN
1 educational center

LIBERIA
1 health center
2 educational centers

WHERE WE ARE
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4. 2020 PROJECTS
 As Jose Galindez has already indicated in his cover letter for this report, 
this pandemic year 2020 has not been easy for the development of EKI projects. 
Fortunately, the incidence of the pandemic in Africa, at least so far, is much 
lower than what we have in Europe, but that does not mean that travelling in 
this environment is easy. Nevertheless, and despite all the difficulties, we have 
been as active as the circumstances have allowed us to be.

 In January we traveled to Sierra Leone to commission a facility in a school 
and advance with other new facilities. In February we traveled to D.R. of Congo 
to install a solar plant in an orphanage, and in March we returned to Sierra 
Leone to install two more solar PV systems. We were unable to commission 
them in time, as the Spanish consulate strongly urged us to return and, much 
to our regret, we left in the last commercial plane that took off from the country 
before Sierra Leone closed off its skies.

 As soon as we were able to travel after the confinement, we were back 
at it again with renewed strength. We commissioned PV plants in Liberia in 
September, in Malawi in October and in Sierra Leone between November and 
December.

 The COVID19 pandemic experience in Africa is different; the use of masks 
is very low and PCR tests are scarce, except for those who have to travel. 
Nevertheless, we have noticed with each new trip that this is changing. An 
increased awareness is beginning to take hold, and with it the entry restrictions.

 For EKI, 2020 was also a year of technological advances with the addition 
of lithium technology batteries (LiFePO4) in our facilities. These batteries, which 
are similar to those used in electric cars, increase the reliability and autonomy 
of the solar PV systems.

 In addition to the projects launched in 2020, listed below, this year we 
have shipped the following six installations to the Democratic Republic of 
Congo; they are currently in transit and will be installed in the first months of 
2021:

- Ditunga Center
- Telema health center
- San Fidele health center
- Manresa center
- Kingantoko health center
- Kingantoko training center
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Home of the Clarisses

Lunsar, Sierra Leone
NGO: Clarisse Sisters
Service: light and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: clarisse sisters & volunteers
PV Installation: 40 panels (10,08 kW)
Inverstment: €17,500
+ Info

Water pump in Santa Cruz

Island of Santiago, Cape Verde
NGO: Legorretatik Mundura
Service: energy supply for a water pump
Impact: 70 families
PV Installation: 34 panels (11,2 kW)
Investment: €5,700
+ Info

Bana Ya Poveda Center

Kinshasa, D.R. Congo
NGO: Teresian Institute
Service: light and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: 45 children and 3 employees
PV Installation: 12 panels (3,3 kW)
Investment: €10,300
+ Info

Don Bosco 8th Street technical high school

Monrovia, Liberia
NGO: Salesians de Don Bosco
Service: light and electricity supply 24/7, water
Impact: 1.000 students, community
PV Installation: 105 panels (35,2 kW)
Investment: €59,000
+ Info

https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/home-of-the-clarisses-in-lunsar-sierra-leone/
https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/water-pump-in-santa-cruz-cape-verde/
https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/bana-ya-poveda-center-d-r-congo/
https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/don-bosco-8st-technical-high-school-liberia/
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Mary Help of Christians School

Monrovia, Liberia
NGO: Salesians of Don Bosco
Service: light and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: 600 students and community
PV Installation: 75 panels (25 kW)
Investment: €36,300

 + Info

Tapeta compound

Tapeta, Liberia
NGO: Salesians of Don Bosco
Service: light and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: health and maternity center, students
PV Installation: 18 panels (6 kW)
Investment: €13,100

+ Info

Mua Hospital

Dedza, Malawi
NGO: Mua Mission Hospital
Service: light and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: 140 beds and a population of 28.000
PV Installation: 75 panels (25 kW)
Investment: €39,000

+ Info

New Don Bosco Fambul II

Fambul, Sierra Leone
NGO: Salesians of Don Bosco
Service: light, water and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: 150 children and community
PV Installation: 120 panels (39,6 kW)
Investment: €97,000

+ Info

https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/mary-help-of-christians-school-liberia/
https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/tapeta-compound-liberia/
https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/mua-mission-hospital-malawi-2/
https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/new-don-bosco-fambul-ii-sierra-leone/
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Moringa processing facility

Bo, Sierra Leone
NGO: Salesians of Don Bosco
Service: light and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: 30 farmers and families
PV Installation: 60 panels (19,8 kW)
Investment: €31,454
+ Info

The Joy of Sisterhood school

Kailahun, Sierra Leone
NGO: Clarisse Sisters
Service: light, water and electricity supply 24/7
Impact: 100 girls
PV Installation: 27 panels ( 9 kW)
Investment: €19,000
+ Info

https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/moringa-sierra-leone/
https://fundacioneki.org/en/proyecto/the-joy-of-sisterhood-school-sierra-leone/
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5. MONITORING AND NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES

 In 2020 we have not only achieved 32 installations in operation, but we 
have also been able to meet the challenge of commissioning projects of a scale 
that was unthinkable a year ago. In December 2020 we completed our largest 
installation to date, with 120 panels producing 42 kWp and an 82 kWh lithium 
battery bank at the New Fambul site in Sierra Leone.

 The new technologies we are using, such as the use of AC coupling 
inverters and the use of lithium batteries (LiFePO4) allow us to install systems 
with greater power and higher performance and efficiency, which translates 
into a more reliable electricity supply for the beneficiaries. The annual evolution 
of the installations placed in operation and the installed solar capacity can be 
seen below.

 

 Our experience over the last few years has reinforced the idea that proper 
monitoring of the installations ensures their proper use and improvestheir 
performance throughout their useful life. This monitoring has allowed us to 
identify simple problems, such as blown fuses (causing a portion of the solar 
panels not to work) or the accidental disconnecting of circuit breakers that 
result in the inability to recharge the batteries with generators during the rainy 
season. 

 On these occasions, monitoring has made it possible to solve these 
problems in a timely manner and with minimal cost in material, whereas without 
it, the installations would have been operating for long periods of time at a 
fraction their capacity and creating difficulties for the beneficiaries.
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6. ECONOMIC INFORMATION
6.1 ORIGIN AND APPLICATION 

OF FUNDS

 

 In 2020, a year full of difficulties, the activity of the Foundation measured 
in terms of application of funds has reached €565,741, 32% more than in 
2019. The distribution of the application of these funds has been €478,863 in 
expenses and income of the Foundation (€363,157 in 2019) and €86,878 (€0 
in 2019) as investment in EIE Impact Africa I, a special purpose vehicle through 
which EKI’s projects are financed.

 We continue to count on the invaluable support of Solarpack, both in 
the space it has given us during the first half of the year and in the time and 
support provided by all its staff. Although Solarpack and EKI Foundation are 
independent of each other, they share a common culture of effort, agility, strong 
work ethic and dedication.

0 €

100.000 €

200.000 €

300.000 €

400.000 €

500.000 €

600.000 €

2017 2018 2019 2020

Income and expenses Investment in EIE Impact Africa I

Evolution of EKI Foundation activity (2017-2020)
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 Incoming donations to the Foundation have increased by 50%, reaching 
€675,918.

 A new source of donations in 2020 has been the award of grants in the 
amount of €18,585 by the Getxo City Council for the commissioning of a project 
and also with the purpose of strengthening Getxo’s NGOs. In the coming years 
we hope to be able to continue to count on the invaluable help of this city 
council.

 User contributions have decreased to €73,642 (from €141,753 in 2019) 
due to the fact that in 2019 some partners had already advanced contributions 
for the total amount of their projects.

Donors
89%

Users
8%

Grants
3%

DONATIONS AND 
GRANTS 2020

€ 675,918

Donors
69%

Users
31%

DONATIONS AND 
GRANTS 2019

450.921€
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6.2 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Monetary unit: Euros 2020 2019

1.INCOME FROM OWN ACTIVITY 478.863 363.157
1. Grants and donations 476.963 363.157
2. Incomes from services 1.900 0

2.OPERATING EXPENSES -479.544 -363.000
1. Expenses from aids and others -211.418 -179.102
2. Personnel expenses -194.137 -145.353
3. Depreciation and amortization 0 0
4. Other activity expenses -73.989 -38.545
5. Donations 0 0
6. Cost of materials

ACTIVITY SURPLUS -682 157
3. SURPLUS FROM FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 682 -157

1. Financial income 682 0
2. Financial expenses 0 -157
3. Net foreign exchange 0 0

SURPLUS BEFORE COMPANY TAX 0 0
4. Income taxes

SURPLUS AFTER COMPANY TAX 0 0

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT
EKI Foundation

Monetary unit: Euros 2020 2019 Monetary unit: Euros 2020 2019
1. NON CURRENT ASSETS 87.560 0 3. NET EQUITY 519.807 320.537

I. Intangible assets 0 0 A-1 Own Equity 30.000 600
II. Fixed assets 0 0 I. Foundation endowment/Social fund 30.000 600
IV. LT Group inv. and assoc. 87.560 0 V. Surpluses from previous years 0 0
V. LT Financial inv. 0 0 VII. Surplus of the year 0 0
VI. Deffered tax assets 0 0 A-3 Grants and donations 489.807 319.937

2. CURRENT ASSETS 467.624 344.511 4. NON CURRENT LIABILITY 0 0
II. Inventory 0 0 I. Long term provisions 0 0
III. Debtors & other account receivables 3.857 0 II. Long term debts 0 0

1. Clients 2.299 0 III. Group and asoc debts LP 0 0
2. Group clients & assoc. 0 0 IV.  Deferred tax liabilities 0 0
3. Various debtors 1.558 0 5. CURRENT LIABILITY 35.377 23.974
6. Other credits with Public Admins 0 0 II. Short term provisions 0 0

IV. ST Group inv. and assoc. 0 0 III. Short term debts 0 0
V. Creditors and other payable accounts 35.377 23.974

V. Short term financial investments 0 0 1. Suppliers 0 0
2. Credits to companies 0 0 3. Sundry creditors 17.241 7.345
5. Other financial assets 0 0 4. Wages payable 7.191 9.104

VI. Short term accruals 0 0 6. Public Admin Debts 10.944 7.525
VII.Cash and other assests 463.767 344.511 VI. Short term accruals 0 0

TOTAL ASSETS 555.184 344.511 TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 555.184 344.511

Balance Sheet EKI Foundation 31/12
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Monetary unit: Euros Budget 2021 Real 2020

1.INCOME FROM OWN ACTIVITY 469.515 478.863
1. Grants and donations 431.315 476.963
2. Incomes from services 38.200 1.900

2.OPERATING EXPENSES -471.077 -479.544
1. Expenses from aids and others -55.835 -211.418
2. Personnel expenses -328.615 -194.137
3. Depreciation and amortization 0 0
4. Other activity expenses -86.627 -73.989
5. Donations 0 0
6. Cost of materials 0

ACTIVITY SURPLUS -1.562 -682
3. SURPLUS FROM FINANCIAL OPERATIONS 0 682

1. Financial income 1.562 682
2. Financial expenses 0 0
3. Net foreign exchange 0 0

SURPLUS BEFORE COMPANY TAX 0 0
4. Income taxes 0

SURPLUS AFTER COMPANY TAX 0 0

Allocation of funds
Incomes and expenses from foundation activity 469.515 478.863
Investment Activity in Project Financing 285.294 86.878

Total Foundation activity 754.809 565.741

Project financing in EIE Impact Africa I 382.000 19.000

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT
EKI Foundation

6.3 2021 BUDGET

 In 2021 almost all of Fundación EKI’s solar commissioning activity will be 
carried out through the EIE Impact Africa I impact investment financing vehicle. 
This activity had been funded through EKI Foundation’s accounts in previous 
years. However, from 2021 onwards, EKI Foundation’s accounts will only show 
the services that EKI Foundation provides to Impact Africa I for the design and 
implementation of the projects. In 2021, Impact Africa I has budgeted to the 
commissioning of solar plants in Sub-Saharan Africa for an amount of €382,000.  

 The increase in the staffing budget reflects the growth the organization is 
experiencing in order to meet the ambitious development plans in Impact Africa 
I and vocational training.
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7. GRANTS AND DONATIONS

 In 2020, numerous individuals and entities have collaborated financially 
with EKI Foundation. We would like to highlight the generosity of the Burks 
family office with their contribution of $100,000 to the EKI Foundation to develop 
projects through EIE Impact Africa I.

 Throughout the year we have received contributions from various entities 
for specific projects. In addition, for the first time we have received direct funding 
from public entities, although they continue to represent a small part of our 
funding. Below is a list of the grants received during 2020.

Rioja Alta S.A. : €31,454 for the Moringa drying shed that the Salesians of Don 
Bosco have built in Sierra Leone.

Susana Monsma Foundation: €13,000 for the Tiyende secondary school in 
Malawi. This project will be completed in 2021.

África Directo Foundation: €9,072 for the Mua hospital in the Dezda district of 
Malawi.

Nazareth Foundation: €30,000 also for the Mua hospital, through its donors.

Getxo City Council: €16,100 for The Joy of Sisterhood secondary school that 
the Poor Clare Sisters of Sierra Leone have in Kailahun, Sierra Leone. In 
addition, we were also granted €2,486 within the program to strengthen NGOs 
in the municipality.
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8. ALLIANCES
 During 2020, collaboration among the various cooperation agents has 
been essential for us to continue developing our projects. The most relevant 
ones are listed below:

 The NGOs Ayuda Contenedores, from Pamplona, and Llamarada de 
Fuego, from Seville, provide us with invaluable support in the shipment of our 
facilities from Spain, as well as coordinating shipments between various entities 
and managing the complicated logistics involved in transporting material to 
Sub-Saharan Africa. Thank you for your extraordinary help and generosity.

 In the area of vocational training, Fontana Foundation has committed to 
supporting EKI Foundation in the development of the pilot project that is being 
implemented in Liberia. Their support has been essential to ensure that the 
classrooms are properly equipped; a vital aspect to provide adequate training.

 DBTech Africa, the branch of Salesians of Don Bosco dedicated to 
vocational training in Africa, is doing a great job of publicizing EKI’s projects 
among the more than 100 training centers they have on the African continent, 
as well as putting us in contact with other social centers that belong to the 
Salesians of Don Bosco network.

 Alex Txikon is the best ambassador that EKI Foundation could wish for. 
In November he presented in Getxo his film “The Naked Mountain” about his 
winter ascent to Nanga Parbat. He pushed for EKI to be the main protagonist of 
the event, and it ended up becoming a solidarity event in favor of our projects. 
Not only did he support us with this event, but at the end of 2020 he launched 
the Manaslu-EKI expedition, with which he aspired to make the first winter 
summit of Manaslu with the minimum environmental impact. 

 Although in the end it was not possible to reach the summit, in the words of 
Jose Galindez “thanks to Alex and his team, we have 
managed to take another step towards renewable 
energies reaching the most remote places on the 
planet. Our solar panels have supplied energy to the 
base camp, thus avoiding the use of generators and 
fuel consumption. Beyond the sporting challenge of 

reaching the summit, this expedition has been an example of environmental 
commitment. Alex and his team have demonstrated that leaving the smallest 
possible footprint in expeditions of this level is feasible, serving as a model for 
other mountaineers to follow”. From here we would like to express our gratitude 
for his enthusiasm and dedication to EKI.
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Lankidetza
Cooperación

A complete list of our partners can be found HERE

COLLABORATE WITH US
If you wish to make a contribution, you can contact us at 
donaciones@fundacioneki.org or troughour website by 

clicking HERE

https://fundacioneki.org/en/partners-en/
mailto:donaciones%40fundacioneki.org?subject=Donaci%C3%B3n
https://fundacioneki.org/en/cooperate/make-a-donation/
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Ogoño st. 1, 3rd floor, 7th 
office

48930 Getxo, Vizcaya
(Spain)

Tel: +34 944143526

Email:
info@fundacioneki.org

www.fundacioneki.org

EKI Fundazioa-Fundación 
EKI was established by 
public deed on November 
21, 2016. It is registered in 
the Registry of Foundations 
of the Basque Government 
under registration number 

F-417.

Edition and layout: 
EKI Foundation


